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Vendor Name: Prime Clinical Systems, Inc. Certification #: 15.02.05.2206.PRIC.01.03.1.220114 
Product Name: Patient Chart Manager Date Certified: January 14, 2022 
Version: Version 7.1 Certification #: 15.02.05.2206.PRIC.01.03.1.220114 
 
This Health IT Module is 2015 Edition compliant and has been certified by an ONC-ACB in accordance 
with the applicable certification criteria adopted by the Secretary of Health and Human Services. This 
certification does not represent an endorsement by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.  
 
Certified Criteria 
170.315 (a)(1) 170.315 (b)(3) 170.315 (d)(6) 170.315 (f)(2) 
170.315 (a)(2) 170.315 (b)(6) 170.315 (d)(7) 170.315 (f)(4) 
170.315 (a)(3) 170.315 (c)(1) 170.315 (d)(8) 170.315 (g)(2) 
170.315 (a)(4) 170.315 (c)(2) 170.315 (d)(9) 170.315 (g)(3)  
170.315 (a)(5) 170.315 (c)(3) 170.315 (d)(11) 170.315 (g)(4) 
170.315 (a)(9) 170.315 (d)(1) 170.315 (d)(12) 170.315 (g)(5) 
170.315 (a)(12) 170.315 (d)(2) 170.315 (d)(13) 170.315 (g)(6) 
170.315 (a)(14) 170.315 (d)(3) 170.315 (e)(1) 170.315 (g)(7) 
170.315 (b)(1) 170.315 (d)(4) 170.315 (e)(3) 170.315 (g)(8) 
170.315 (b)(2) 170.315 (d)(5) 170.315 (f)(1) 170.315 (g)(9) 
   170.315 (h)(1) 
Certified CQMs 
CMS2 v6 CMS75 v5 CMS128 v7 CMS137 v7 CMS149 v7 CMS163 v5 
CMS22 v6 CMS82 v4 CMS129 v6 CMS138 v5 CMS153 v5 CMS164 v5 
CMS50 v5 CMS90 v6 CMS130 v5 CMS139 v5 CMS154 v5 CMS165 v5 
CMS52 v5 CMS117 v5 CMS131 v5 CMS142 v5 CMS155 v5 CMS166 v6 
CMS56 v5 CMS122 v5 CMS132 v5 CMS143 v5 CMS156 v5 CMS177 v5 
CMS66 v5 CMS123 v5 CMS133 v5 CMS144 v5 CMS157 v5 CMS249 v1 
CMS68 v6 CMS124 v5 CMS134 v5 CMS145 v5 CMS159 v5 CMS347 v2 
CMS69 v5 CMS125 v5 CMS135 v5 CMS146 v5 CMS160 v5 CMS349 v1 
CMS74 v6 CMS127 v5 CMS136 v8 CMS147 v5 CMS161 v5 CMS645 v2 

 
Additional Software Required 
Newcrop LLC, BackBeach Software, DIT, NISTime, Medline 
 
Multi-factor authentication 170.315(d)(13) 
Patient Chart Manager, Ver. 7.1 has an optional free of charge multi-factor solution which covers the 
users’ login process into the product, after successful username and password are entered, a text 
message with a 6 digit code is sent to the user, access is granted upon entering that code successfully. 
Contact support for complete documentation. 
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ONC CERTIFIED HIT® is a registered trademark of HHS 
 
SLI CERTIFIED® is a registered trademark of Gaming Laboratories International, LLC dba SLI Compliance. 
 

Pricing and Costs  
Prime Clinical Systems, Inc. offers the following two pricing options for Patient Chart Manager; 
 
 PURCHASE/HOSTING:  Fees are based on number of providers and users. Client takes ownership of 

the software licenses; however no ownership of software is implied.  Six months maintenance is 
included with sale after which monthly maintenance fees apply and are based on the number of 
providers using the system. Maintenance includes Updates & Support (during normal business 
hours) and access to Online Tutorials and ongoing Webinars. Client has continued rights to use the 
software provided maintenance and hosting payments are current and up to date. 

 
 SUBSCRIPTION/CLOUD: Fees are based on the number of providers using the program.  No 

ownership of software or licenses is implied.  Client has continued rights to use the software 
provided subscription payments are current and up to date. Fee is inclusive of server hosting 
(includes backups and server maintenance), Updates and Support along with access to ongoing 
webinars and online tutorials. Minimal license fees apply for faxing and scanning. 

Additional Costs 
On top of the Pricing and Costs outlined above, the following may require an additional one-time or 
annual fee: 
 
 E-Prescriber option- annual $80 licensing fee per provider, payable to NewCrop 
 Patient Portal- One-time setup fee 
 CPT AMA License- fee paid directly to AMA or an authorized distributor 
 Immunization Registry- setup fee and per Provider fee paid directly to HealthCareXchange 
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